This year's cover illustration shows an unexpected singular structure occurring in a flow seen in an ordinary household kitchen sink. When a vertical jet of liquid impinges on a flat surface it creates a ring discontinuity, the circular hydraulic jump, at a well-defined distance from the jet, where the depth of the fluid layer changes by an order of magnitude. By using a liquid more viscous than water, we have noticed [1] that the circular hydraulic jump may spontaneously deform to a polygonal structure (as shown in figure 1) breaking the axial symmetry. The corners can be very sharp and carry a large radial flux while the edges (sides) generate resistance on the stream. We describe this experiment in detail, and present a heuristic explanation of the rather aesthetically pleasing states. The explanation is admittedly not systematic, but illuminates the role of the internal eddy structure in the flow, and qualitatively agrees with the observed parameter dependence.
. The polygonal hydraulic jump is an intriguing stationary flow that occurs on a table top. Here, a heptagonal case is shown. The distance of the jump from the impinging jet is about 2 cm.
the experimental details elsewhere [10] .
The circular jump shows two states, with different cross-sectional flow patterns [10] . When h ext is small, we observe a 'type I' pattern in which the surface velocity is outward everywhere and a separation bubble is present at the bottom right outside the jump. On increasing h ext the jump becomes steeper until, at a critical h ext , fluid outside the jump topples over and breaks. When a new steady state ('type II' pattern) is reached, a surface eddy has formed. This eddy, called a 'roller' or a 'surfing wave,' has the geometry of a floating torus surrounding the jump (figure 2(a)). The outgoing flow passes under the roller. This maintains the rotation of the roller and an inward surface velocity near the jump.
Water was used in the initial experiments, but the flow, especially type II, was rather unstable and nonstationary. Viscous ethylene glycol (antifreeze) was added, with the aim of producing a 'clean' circular type II state. Unexpectedly, however, this state frequently undergoes spontaneous breaking of the azimuthal symmetry into a stationary polygonal shape. Rather than weak angular deformations which one would generally expect in fluids, the jumps form clear corners with edges that are often straight, as seen in figure 2(c) and (d). As h ext is raised from the type I regime, the transition to the type II regime may render the circular jump unstable, so that it will deform to a polygon with a large number of corners. Polygons with up to 14 corners are observed by changing the flow rate Q, the height of the nozzle outlet h noz , and the kinematic viscosity ν. As h ext is increased further, corners disappear, usually one by one, and the circumference of the jump becomes smaller until the jump eventually 'closes.' The phase diagram is shown in figure 3 , varying h ext , h noz and Q. Four jumps visualized from directly below are shown in figure 4 .
How can such singular flow structures occur in these simple flows? The systematic approach to such a problem would be to view the phenomenon as an instability of the circular hydraulic jump, and identify the unstable modes. This approach is possible, for example in [12] , corners were observed during the breaking of a spinning drop. In that example, the basic flows are slow and can be handled within the lubrication approximation. The basic state can be found in the simplified set of equations. In our case, however, the Reynolds number is of moderate size, estimated to be 20-300 using the film thickness and the average velocity just . These states are robust; they reappear if the flow is temporarily disrupted or scrambled. However, several polygon states can be stable for the same h ext , and additional corners can be created by locally dragging a side of the jump using a pin. Corners prefer to be equally spaced; if not, an adjustment in the azimuthal direction occurs over a long time (sometimes hours).
inside the jump. In this case, simplification of the Navier-Stokes equations with either large or small Reynolds number is not applicable. In addition the basic state, the circular type II flow, has a strongly deformed surface, and hence is not known well enough, not even numerically, to carry out the stability analysis. Therefore, the following heuristic model is of value in order to identify relevant parameters and to explain qualitatively the mechanism. Since we observe polygons only in the type II flows, the explanation must be sought in the presence of the roller outside the jump. Recall that the stream from the jet has to penetrate through the narrow zone under the roller, thus experiencing a resistance force. The wider the roller, the harder it is to flow out. Thus, a portion of mass flux, initially injected uniformly by the jet, is redirected from wider parts (i.e. edges of the polygons) to narrower parts (corners). This picture is supported by the observation of rapid radial jets shooting out at the corners while the flow is calmer outside the edges.
Let us make the picture more quantitative. The fluid height is h in inside the jump, and h ext outside. The radial flux q depends on the azimuthal angle θ , and must add up to the total . . . . . There are still many y(θ) which satisfy the balance relation. One more criterion is necessary to select a particular shape. In experiments, when an edge of a polygon is perturbed slightly, its shape relaxes back by damped oscillations, as if it is an elastic string. Thus, it is natural to assume a weak line tension, such that the jump slowly evolves toward a stationary shape, with minimal circumference. The model is then well-posed as a minimization problem. The constraint imposed by the magnitude of the total flux Q can be handled by a Lagrange multiplier in the Euler-Lagrange equations for the stationary solutions. Formally, the problem reduces to the dynamics of a single particle in a potential, and it is possible to find the solutions and bifurcations in this model [13] . Four 'polygonal' solutions obtained in this way are shown in the insets of figure 4 . Note that the function y is assumed to be smooth, but changes rapidly at evenly displaced θ. These locations can be considered as 'corners' (figure 4).
The model can be non-dimensionalized so that the sole parameter is the dimensionless flux:
The circular jump exists for all φ, and this is the only solution for small φ. A polygonal jump with a given number of corners can be found only at an interval of φ; more corners are obtained as φ becomes larger. The intervals overlap so that several polygons can be solutions for the same φ, coinciding with the observed hysteresis. Several other experimental facts on the parameter dependence can be interpreted in the model. (i) When ν is small, e.g. water, we do not see stable polygons because φ is small. (ii) As h ext is increased, φ decreases, giving fewer corners. (iii) Since h in is less than one tenth of h ext in the experiment, the dimensionless number φ is approximately φ ≈ νQ/(gh 4 ext ). Thus, there is a strong dependence on Q and h ext (see figure 3(b) ), whereas the dependence on the nozzle height h noz , which affects only h in , is predicted to be weak in agreement with figure 3(a) .
In our heuristic model we have assumed that the roller is a continuously deformable tube, but truly singular flows are typically observed near the corners. Figure 5 shows a close-up of a corner in a hexagonal type II state. The flow is rather complicated, with a secondary eddy visible on the surface, and it appears to us that the roller is actually 'broken' near the corner such that the free ends terminate at the fluid surface and create a large outward flux. Precisely at the corner the surface flow is thus outward like in the type I state. Along the edges inside the roller, we observe slow spiralling flow toward the corners. These observations suggest true three-dimensionality of the flow after the loss of the radial symmetry. Just as in an eccentric Taylor vortex flow [14] , mixing between the roller and the main flow has become possible by the flow field forming chaotic streamline topology. More interestingly, the corner shape appears to be universal for given system parameters. We have set h ext in a hysteretic regime, and scanned several polygons viewed from below. The angles and the shapes near the corners appear to overlap, irrespective of the number of edges. This forces the edges of the polygons to bend slightly inward (outward) for a large (small) numbers of corners.
